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FIRST IN BILLBOARD COUNTRY AIRPLAY CHART HISTORY

BILLBOARD TOP COUNTRY ARTIST
& TOP MALE COUNTRY ARTIST OF 2020

“THE MOST PROMISING
AND INFLUENTIAL NEW
COUNTRY STAR OF THE LAST
FIVE YEARS”

“COMBS IS PROBABLY
THE MOST SUCCESSFUL
SUPERSTAR IN THE GENRE AT
THE MOMENT”

“THIS IS COMBS’ TIME,
AND HE’S SEIZING THE
MOMENT.”

“ONE OF THE BIGGEST
THINGS GOING IN COUNTRY
MUSIC RIGHT NOW”

– THE NEW YORK TIMES

- BILLBOARD

– THE WASHINGTON POST

– STEREOGUM

ENTERTAINER
LUKE BRYAN
“The superstar is the avatar of modern-day country music.” –San Francisco Chronicle
“Born Here Live Here Die Here nods to the humble pleasures of a quiet life, the type of small-town
experiences that the country superstar has made his songwriting bedrock.” –Billboard
“... the album also continues the sly expansion of country music that Bryan helped set into motion nearly a
decade ago ...” –Los Angeles Times
“Born Here Live Here Die Here is Bryan’s musical vision at its best.” –Variety

ERIC CHURCH
“Our greatest working rock star ... He’s a rare thing: A towering figure in his genre who also
pushes on the edges of that genre, challenging received wisdom while also making vast, crowdpleasing, arena-ready singalongs.” –Tom Breihan, Stereogum

LUKE COMBS
Top 10 Male Artist, All-Genre. –Billboard, 2020 year-end charts
Highest solo country male debut ever on Hot 100: “Forever After All.” –Billboard
“The most promising and influential new country star of the last five years.” –New York Times
“The most successful superstar in the genre at the moment.” –Washington Post
“Let’s face it. Right now, it’s Combs’ world, and we just live in it.” –Billboard

THOMAS RHETT
“Few singers have played a larger role in defining the sound of country music over the
past half-dozen years than Thomas Rhett.” –Rolling Stone

CHRIS STAPLETON
“... one of the most significant figures in contemporary country music ...” –Variety
“Simply put, there are few recording artists in country operating at Stapleton’s level.” –Billboard
“... an unstoppable force ...” –Stereogum
“... there’s no denying that his superstar stature is solidly established ...” –American Songwriter
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FEMALE ARTIST
OF THE YEAR

2020 ACM FEMALE ARTIST OF THE YEAR
BILLBOARD’S 2020
TOP COUNTRY ARTIST - FEMALE

————————————————————————

SINGLE & SONG
OF THE YEAR

“THE BONES”

GRAMMY NOMINATED FOR BEST COUNTRY SONG
RIAA 3X PLATINUM CERTIFIED
19 WEEKS AT NO. 1 ON THE
BILLBOARD HOT COUNTRY SONGS CHART
2 WEEK NO. 1 SINGLE
ON THE COUNTRY AIRPLAY CHARTS
OVER 3.5 BILLION IN CUMULATIVE
ALL-FORMAT RADIO REACH

————————————————————————

VIDEO

OF THE YEAR

“BETTER THAN
WE FOUND IT”
“[“BETTER THAN WE FOUND IT”]
ASKS US ALL TO LOOK AT OUR ACTIONS
IN THESE DAYS OF INJUSTICE
AND MAKE SURE THEY ARE ACTIONS
YOU’LL BE PROUD OF.”
– NPR ALL SONGS CONSIDERED

————————————————————————

GROUP

OF THE YEAR

THE HIGHWOMEN
© 2021 Sony Music Entertainment.

FEMALE
KELSEA BALLERINI
“Kelsea Ballerini is definitely one of the most influential women in country right now ... she’s defining the
sound of the genre.” –NPR All Songs Considered
“She’s the only singer in Nashville versatile enough to deliver a moody ballad with Halsey on one song
and a heartwarming acoustic anthem with Kenny Chesney on the next.” –Rolling Stone
“Whether polished on kelsea or laid bare on ballerini, these songs were undeniable.”
–Rolling Stone 30 Best Country/Americana Albums

MIRANDA LAMBERT
“We could argue [Lambert’s] has been the most important country music career of the 21st
century.” –Variety
“She’s been a consistent ray of light – a huge star who writes and sings tough and funny and thoughtful
songs.” –Stereogum
“One of few things mainstream-country-heads and music critics seem to agree on: Miranda Lambert rules.”
–Nashville Scene

ASHLEY MCBRYDE
“In a moment when, as we all know women in country have had trouble getting on the radio and trouble
getting through to a mainstream audience, Ashley McBryde has found that audience by relentlessly touring
and being so relatable to country fans of all kinds. You know, she sings these songs that are classic, but
they’re also rock ‘n’ roll, and they touch the heart of the heartland.” –Ann Powers, NPR

MAREN MORRIS
“Country’s most innovative young star.” –NPR Music
“Morris represents a new generation of women in country who are working to transcend the boundaries of
their Nashville roots.” –Time
“A powerhouse talent.” –Pitchfork
“One of the most successful women in country music in recent memory.” –Forbes

CARLY PEARCE
The Kentucky native contemplated a pivotal year the way iconic voices before taught her to – opening pain
to song and emerging stronger for it throughout 29. Having mined two platinum-certified, No. 1 hits with
“Every Little Thing” and “I Hope You’re Happy Now,” the CMA Award winner shoulders tough truths with lean
songwriting and fearless candor. With “Next Girl,” Carly proves she too is looking out for those who need
reminders of their worth. –Big Machine
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MALE
DIERKS BENTLEY
“After much anticipation, Dierks Bentley is back and ready to delight fans ...” –E! Online
“Layered, guitar-driven production suits the disarray playing out in the tarnished romance ...” –Billboard
“... upbeat production and a sing-along chorus ...” –Rolling Stone
“Stompin’ on heartache and misery with the emphasis on a shouted chorus that is super catchy. Nicely
produced and sung with believability. Dierks strikes again.” –Music Row
“Bentley is down-and-out but still undefeated in his catchy new single.” –ABC News

ERIC CHURCH
“Eric brings country music back to what it does best, describing the reality of its listeners. It’s
gritty, snarling and a little uncomfortable. But, man, is it ever powerful. The Chief tells it like it
is.” –Robert K Oermann, MusicRow
“For the past decade-plus, the country superstar Eric Church has carved out a niche for himself as a sort of
outsider’s Nashville insider, a rebel who fills arenas while operating within the pop-country system.”
–Tom Breihan, Stereogum

LUKE COMBS
Sophomore album What You See Is What You Get was No. 1 for 31 weeks in 2020.
“One of the most emotionally tactile voices in contemporary country music.” –New York Times
“A voice that commands attention.” –Billboard
“Luke Combs is the rare exception who exploded onto the scene, had a better year than almost
anyone else in country music, and is only getting more and more popular with every
new song he shares.” –Forbes

THOMAS RHETT
“... comfortably grown into his role as a star with something to say ...” –Billboard

CHRIS STAPLETON
“Chris Stapleton’s roar isn’t designed to scare you off. It’s regal; an announcement of an alpha figure
asserting his primacy ...” –New York Times
“To say Chris Stapleton is one of country music’s best singers is to sell him short. He’s one of the world’s finest
singers of any genre, period.” –Associated Press
“... one of the most popular voices in music ...” –GQ
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DUO
BROOKS & DUNN
“The timelessness of the duo’s catalog of more than 20 No.1 country hits has
continued to influence a new generation of country singers ...” –Associated Press

BROTHERS OSBORNE
“Put John Osborne on a pedestal with Nashville’s finest players. His musicianship demands the
spotlight alongside brother TJ Osborne’s distinct voice and songs that leave no doubt about
what is most important to the men from Deale, Maryland.” –Tennessean

DAN + SHAY
Reigning 2020 ACM, CMA and Billboard Duo winners and two-time Grammy Best Country Duo/
Group Performance winners Dan + Shay have achieved eight No.1 singles and 7 billion-plus
global career streams, currently hitting 35 million global streams per week, with more than
four billion global impressions in 2020 alone. Last year, they spent nine weeks at No. 1 on the
Billboard Hot Country Songs chart and received 10 RIAA multi-platinum and gold certifications,
totaling 35+ certifications to date. –Warner Music Nashville

FLORIDA GEORGIA LINE
Grammy-nominated duo Florida Georgia Line have been making history since 2012. “One of the format’s premier musical shapeshifters” (Esquire), the global superstars are the first and only country act
to achieve two RIAA diamond-certified singles as part of 17 career No. 1s, 13.1-plus billion streams,
selling more than 33.9 million tracks and 4.7 million albums worldwide, logging 1.5 billion video
views, and playing to more than four million fans across massive arena and stadium
headline tours. –Big Machine

MADDIE & TAE
“... their vocal blend is among the most ear-catching in country today ...” –People
“... shiver-inducing display of tight harmonies and turn-on-a-dime precision ...”
–Entertainment Weekly
“... harmonies like the ones Maddie & Tae weave together aren’t the kind you find everywhere.”
–Refinery 29
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GROUP OF THE YEAR
SONG OF THE YEAR
“SOME PEOPLE DO”

“’Some People Do’ is a band taking a risk with vulnerability and raw emotion
when it’s much easier to play it safe.”
– S H A N E M C A N A L LY

“I think inherently we’re all good people and want to be good people and it’s about
that want to be the best person for the people that you love.”
– M AT T H E W R A M S E Y, O L D D O M I N I O N

“To me, the measure of Country artists is their willingness to present their truth to their world.
For Old Dominion to put out a song like ‘Some People Do’ is immensely brave and honest”
– THOMAS RHETT

© 2021 Sony Music Entertainment.

GROUP
LADY A
“One of Country’s top groups for over a decade.” –Billboard
“Pioneered the sound of trading off and blending vocals with a new way of dueting that you hear in bands
today.” –NPR, All Songs Considered

LITTLE BIG TOWN
“Nightfall finds Little Big Town in prime form, using harmonizing and honesty to get
themselves through the high times and the low moments.” –Entertainment Weekly
“Little Big Town are beacons of hope with ninth album, Nightfall” –American Songwriter
“Little Big Town continues to be brave enough to make their lyrics matter.” –Tennessean
“Little Big Town’s mesmerizing harmonies soar on the excellent 13-track album Nightfall. Cinematic
musical landscapes intrigue while each song’s storyline sets the stage for a memorable moment on
their current tour.” –Billboard
“To use a phrase only occasionally appreciated or particularly appropriate in
country, this is a class album from one classy group.” –Wall Street Journal

OLD DOMINION
“…the five-piece band blends its well-oiled country songwriting chops with a rowdy rock
aesthetic honed via a rollicking live show.” –Noisey

THE CADILLAC THREE
This Nashville born-and-bred trio has remained resolute in creativity with two albums in 2020 –Country
Fuzz and Tabasco & Sweet Tea – and Country Fuzz Presents global livestreams. Now celebrating 10 years as
TC3, Jaren Johnston, Neil Mason and Kelby Ray spent their formative years playing music in garages before
graduating to major festival and sold-out venues in Europe. Their freewheeling vibe finds fans from all sides
of the world relishing in their unpredictable sets. –Big Machine  

THE HIGHWOMEN
Comprised of award-winning singer-songwriters Brandi Carlile, Maren Morris, Natalie Hemby, and
Amanda Shires, The Highwomen topped the Top Country Albums chart with their debut self-titled album.
Named one of the best albums of the year by Billboard, NPR, Entertainment Weekly, Variety and more,
it’s also “... a record for everyone, with a message of solidarity that transcended age, race, and, yes,
gender ... from four of the best in the business” (Rolling Stone). –Warner Music Nashville
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NEW FEMALE
INGRID ANDRESS
Three-time Grammy nominee and 2020 ACM, CMA and CMT Music Awards nominee Ingrid Andress has
accumulated a career total of nearly 500 million global streams and achieved a No.1 Country Airplay
single with her “More Hearts Than Mine” debut. The only country artist nominated in any of the “Big
Four” general field categories at the Grammys, Andress is “one of country’s brightest new stars ... a
signpost for modern female complexity” (Billboard). –Warner Music Nashville

TENILLE ARTS
Tenille Arts made history with her “Somebody Like That” release – during
Women’s History Month, no less – to have the first Top 10 country single
performed, written and produced solely by females.
Named one of the five 2021 CRS New Faces.
Inducted into the CMT Next Women of Country Class of 2021.
Today performance and featured in Rolling Stone, People, Extra, AOL Build, Bustle,
Hollywood Life, Forbes, Entertainment Tonight and more. –19th & Grand

GABBY BARRETT
“Gabby Barrett has enjoyed one of the biggest breakout years of any artist in country music” (Billboard),
named “The Face of Gen-Z Country” (Hits) and “the year’s top new artist” (Country Aircheck), with Time
raving: “it’s not all too surprising that Barrett has jumped to another level of stardom.”
–Warner Music Nashville

MICKEY GUYTON
“... a remarkable singer and writer who deserves to be a full-on superstar.” –NPR
“... the unapologetic voice country music needs right now ...” –Paste Magazine
“Mickey is turning a mirror on country music by speaking her truth.” –Associated Press

CAYLEE HAMMACK
“One of Nashville’s most promising young singers ...” –Washington Post
“Full-throttle vocalist.” –Hits
“Like the second coming of Dolly before she goes grunge.” –Variety
“The Georgia-born singer’s new album is one of the year’s best country debuts.” –Paste
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NEW MALE
JIMMIE ALLEN
“Style. Larger than life personality. Great song sense. Great singer. People magnet. Makes fast friends
... it’s easy to make that list, but it’s hard to find that artist. Every once in a while, he or she shows up. If
you haven’t met Jimmie yet, you will. He’s that guy.” –BMLG Pres./CEO Scott Borchetta

TRAVIS DENNING
“Denning’s everyman worldview that evokes his small-town, big-hearted upbringing and a
sound that is a wide tent – fun, modern country with rock-guitar licks ...” –Rolling Stone
“Unabashedly country ...” –Billboard
“Yet to hear a wrong note from this fellow.” –Music Row
“This experienced, Georgia born-and-raised newcomer no doubt made a few new fans
with his sharp, relentless set.” –Taste of Country

HARDY
“A breakout in the making.” –Hits
“One of Music Row’s most consistent hit-makers on the rise.” –CMT
“Hardy’s ability to convey evocative details with universal appeal through his lyrics
bodes well for his longevity in the format.” –MusicRow

CODY JOHNSON
With more than two billion career streams globally, ACM nominee Cody Johnson
“is the real thing” (Billboard). He has received critical praise from outlets such as the
New York Times, Associated Press and more, with Rolling Stone stating that he “finds
himself rapidly hurtling toward mainstream stardom.” –Warner Music Nashville

PARKER MCCOLLUM
“McCollum’s talent has been evident since his early days ...” –American Songwriter
“A no-holds-barred, confessional singer-songwriter who excels at relatable tales ...” –Rolling Stone
“This guy is for real, he’s writing his own songs, he decided to do it himself, and he built
his own fan base ...” –Bob Lefsetz
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ALBUM
BORN HERE LIVE HERE DIE HERE, LUKE BRYAN
“The superstar is the avatar of modern-day country music.” –San Francisco Chronicle
“Born Here Live Here Die Here nods to the humble pleasures of a quiet life, the type of smalltown experiences that the country superstar has made his songwriting bedrock.” –Billboard
“... the album also continues the sly expansion of country music that Bryan helped set into
motion nearly a decade ago ...” –Los Angeles Times
“Born Here Live Here Die Here is Bryan’s musical vision at its best.” –Variety

MIXTAPE VOL. 1, KANE BROWN
“The EP is nothing short of a masterpiece that really showcases Brown’s ability to genreshift with his unique way of blending modern country with different elements from other
genres including pop, hip-hop and even R&B to make hit records.” –Music Mayhem

NEVER WILL, ASHLEY MCBRYDE
“She’s moved to the forefront of today’s country, and this consistent, exciting and always smart
album shows why.” –Wall Street Journal
“Never Will was this year’s most adventurous mainstream country album…an extraordinary
document that chronicles — with empathy, grace, and humor — what happens when men and
women pour gasoline onto their own bad decisions.” –Rolling Stone
“Her rowdy and emotionally stirring second album represents the pinnacle of what
contemporary mainstream country can be.” –Variety

SKELETONS, BROTHERS OSBORNE
“Skeletons, a 12-song, sweltering blend of Allman Brothers band rock and Merle
Haggard-esque country, will blow the roof off your house party.” –Esquire
“Skeletons is a remarkably engaging country-leaning rock record that shows off what the
duo does best ...” –Rolling Stone

STARTING OVER, CHRIS STAPLETON
“Chris is at the top of his game with this record. It sounds like a record from a great.” –NPR Music
“... lands precisely where country meets Southern soul: with grit, details, clarity and ache.”
–The New York Times
“... you’ll be hard-pressed to find a better country album this year than Starting Over.” –Billboard
“... a sure-footed masterpiece … one of the year’s finest albums ...” –Associated Press
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SINGLE
“BLUEBIRD,” MIRANDA LAMBERT
Lambert’s seventh No. 1 hit with 265 million on-demand streams. –Sony
“The encouragement we all needed to get through these troubling times.” –Billboard
“Its optimistic resilience was perfect for the summer of 2020, a reminder to keep hope
for better days alive.” –Sounds Like Nashville
“‘Bluebird’ captures Lambert’s resilient, fiery spirit, while showcasing her vulnerability.”
–Wide Open Country

“I HOPE,” GABBY BARRETT
Gabby Barrett’s 4x platinum No. 1 “I Hope” saw smash success across both terrestrial and
satellite radio. Said SiriusXM’s Sr. Dir./Country Programming J.R. Schumann, “Gabby was
a no-brainer for us when it came to naming her a Highway Find in 2019 with ‘I Hope,’
and it’s exciting to see her continue to solidify her place as one of country music’s powerhouse vocalists!” –Warner Music Nashville

“I HOPE YOU’RE HAPPY NOW,” CARLY PEARCE AND LEE BRICE
Carly and Lee explore both sides of heartache on their platinum No. 1, which has amassed
382+ million streams, won a CMA Award and earned a CMT Music Award nomination. She
penned the duet alongside Luke Combs, Jonathan Singleton and Randy Montana. “Feels like a
throwback in the best sense of the word – much like Pearce’s breakout ‘Every Little Thing’ did,”
raves Sounds Like Nashville. –Big Machine

“MORE HEARTS THAN MINE,” INGRID ANDRESS
The “elegantly written” (New York Times) “More Hearts Than Mine” has made noise
in every arena: from critics to fans, from radio to streaming. Ingrid Andress’ debut
single hit No. 1 on the country airplay chart and WGTY/York OM/PD Scott Donato
declared, “Every time I hear it, my heart falls. Incredible record.” It has garnered nearly
250 million streams and was named Song of the Year at both the MusicRow and NSAI
Awards. –Warner Music Nashville

“THE BONES,” MAREN MORRIS
“One of the finest moments [on her album, Girl.]” –New York Times
“The singer’s confidence radiates throughout each verse.” –Earmilk
“An homage to the strength of a love relationship that’s built to last.” –Taste of Country
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SONG
“BLUEBIRD,” LUKE DICK, MIRANDA LAMBERT, NATALIE HEMBY
Top 10 Country Songs of 2020. –Billboard
20 Best Country Singles of 2020. –Sounds Like Nashville
Top 20 Songs of 2020. –Taste of Country
Top 10 Country Songs of 2020. –The Boot
“The track is at once spare and deeply complex. The lyric has a lovely, self-portrait quality
that’s poetic, introspective and hopeful. All in all, a highly addictive listening experience.”
–MusicRow

“ONE NIGHT STANDARDS,” ASHLEY MCBRYDE, NICOLETTE
HAYFORD, SHANE MCANALLY
“McBryde sings and writes with a high degree of emotional acuity, and this song ... is cleareyed,
unsentimental and a cold jolt of tragical realism.” –New York Times
“Gender equity isn’t merely about celebrating strengths; it’s also about allowing for the human frailties that
don’t discriminate by sex. So, let’s raise a glass to the low women, like the no-strings-attached narrator in
Ashley McBryde’s lone 2019 song, ‘One Night Standards.’” –NPR

“SOME PEOPLE DO,” JESSE FRASURE, MATT RAMSEY,
THOMAS RHETT, SHANE MCANALLY
“’Some People Do’ is a band taking a risk with vulnerability and raw emotion when it’s much
easier to play it safe.” –Shane McAnally
“I think inherently we’re all good people and want to be good people, and it’s about that want to be the best
person for the people that you love.” –Matthew Ramsey, Old Dominion
“To me, the measure of country artists is their willingness to present their truth to the world. For Old
Dominion to put out a song like ‘Some People Do’ is immensely brave and honest.”
–Thomas Rhett

“STARTING OVER,” CHRIS STAPLETON, MIKE HENDERSON
“... sounds designed for this moment, an exhalation in the middle of an anxiety-stricken year,
with Stapleton’s gruff voice providing hope for a better future.” –Billboard
“This year’s bless-the-broken-road classic ...” –NPR Music
“‘Starting Over’ is for a new day and, like its title implies, a fresh start.” –Rolling Stone
“... built on pure wanderlust ...” –Tennessean
“... a hopeful anthem of new beginnings ...” –Sounds Like Nashville

“THE BONES,” JIMMY ROBBINS, MAREN MORRIS, LAURA VELTZ
“It’s an optimistic relationship song about navigating whatever life throws your way,
good or bad.” –Rolling Stone
“The song wasn’t written as any kind of topical or sociopolitical anthem, of course;
it’s romantic at its heart, but maybe neorealist-romantic.” –Variety
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VIDEO
“BETTER THAN WE FOUND IT,” MAREN MORRIS
“I wanted to write something to address exactly how I feel right now, and this came together pretty
quickly. It’s a protest song – it’s the most American thing to protest, and protest songs have been so
embedded in American culture: Bob Dylan, Nina Simone. I think the world right now is sort of in a
perpetual mourning period, and I wanted to have a song that had weight but also had hope. I still
have hope for this country and for the future of it, and as a new mother I wanted to promise my son
that I’m going to do everything in my power to leave this world better than the one I came
into and the one I see right now.” –Maren Morris

“BLUEBIRD,” MIRANDA LAMBERT
Nearly 14 million views.
“Gorgeous.” –Country Now
“This video is absolutely stunning.” –Sounds Like Nashville

“GONE,” DIERKS BENTLEY
“After much anticipation, Dierks Bentley is back and ready to delight fans ...” –E! Online
“Layered, guitar-driven production suits the disarray playing out in the tarnished romance ...” –Billboard
“... upbeat production and a sing-along chorus ...” –Rolling Stone
“Stompin’ on heartache and misery with the emphasis on a shouted chorus that is super catchy. Nicely
produced and sung with believability. Dierks strikes again.” –Music Row
“Bentley is down-and-out but still undefeated in his catchy new single.” –ABC News

“HALLELUJAH,” CARRIE UNDERWOOD AND JOHN LEGEND
“Underwood’s first holiday album (how has this not happened before?) marries her crystalline
vocals with majestic standards including ‘Joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee,’ ‘O Holy Night’ and
‘Silent Night’ to beautiful effect. Her five-year old son chimes in on ‘Little Drummer Boy,’ while
she and John Legend duet on the uplifting ‘Hallelujah,’ one of three originals written for the
project. Destined to become a perennial.” –Billboard

“WORLDWIDE BEAUTIFUL,” KANE BROWN
“Kane Brown is taking his heartfelt song ‘Worldwide Beautiful’ – which has a
powerful message about justice and equality – to the next level with the release of
his new music video.” –People
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MUSIC EVENT
“BE A LIGHT,” THOMAS RHETT f/REBA MCENTIRE, HILLARY SCOTT,
CHRIS TOMLIN, KEITH URBAN
“The song’s uplifting message is matched by its purpose ...” – Grammy.com

“DOES TO ME,” LUKE COMBS f/ERIC CHURCH
No. 1 on Mediabase/Country Aircheck and Billboard Country Airplay, with 190 million
on-demand streams. –Sony/Nashville
“The heart-tugging testimony of a blue-collar average joe’s little victories and soul enrichers. Make this a Song of the Year, No. 1 smash.” –Music Row
“Epic.” –Outsider

“I HOPE YOU’RE HAPPY NOW,” CARLY PEARCE AND LEE BRICE
ABC Radio boasted they “reinvent the classic country male/female duet,” evident with platinum
certification, No. 1 airplay, 382+ million global streams and a CMA Awards win. “The combination
of their voices was electric, shot through with pain, and the title of the song took on a different
meaning from each of their mouths — empathetic in Pearce’s case, bitter when Brice sang it,”
concluded Rolling Stone. –Big Machine

“NOBODY BUT YOU,” BLAKE SHELTON f/GWEN STEFANI
“’One Beer’ showcases Michael Hardy the songwriter as much as it does Hardy, the
artist.” –Taste of Country
“‘First comes lust, then the shotgun marriage/Six months later come a baby in a
carriage,’ he sings, flipping around the old nursery rhyme for a hook-filled little slice of
life coming at you fast.” –Rolling Stone
“A massive hit on Country radio.” –People

“ONE TOO MANY,” KEITH URBAN f/PINK
“The superstars team for a soulful pop-country track titled ‘One Too Many’ that provides a
new twist on an old theme ... a very modern take on one of the bedrock themes of country
music.” –Taste Of Country
“Album standouts include ‘One Too Many’ featuring P!nk ... spellbinding harmonies ...”
–Sounds Like Nashville
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ADDITIONAL

NOMINEES

Note: Voting in the following categories is not open to the full Academy membership.

SONGWRITER
ASHLEY GORLEY

MICHAEL HARDY

HILLARY LINDSEY

SHANE MCANALLY

JOSH OSBORNE

STUDIO RECORDING AWARDS
BASS PLAYER

Jarrod Travis Cure • Mark Hill • Tony Lucido • Steve Macke • Glenn Worf

Fred Eltringham • Evan Hutchings • Derek Mixon • Jerry Roe • Aaron Sterling

GUITAR PLAYER

J.T. Corenflos • Kris Donegan • Jedd Hughes • Ilya Toshinskiy • Derek Wells

Dave Cohen • David Dorn • Charlie Judge • Mike Rojas • Benmont Tench

SPECIALTY
INSTRUMENT
PLAYER

PIANO/KEYS
PLAYER

Alicia Enstrom • Jim Hoke • Danny Rader • Mickey Raphael • Ilya Toshinskiy • Kristin Wilkinson

Spencer Cullum • Dan Dugmore • Mike Johnson • Russ Pahl • Justin Schipper

AUDIO
ENGINEER

DRUMMER

STEEL GUITAR
PLAYER

Jeff Balding •Jason Hall • Gena Johnson • Vance Powell • F. Reid Shippen

Buddy Cannon • Dave Cobb • Dann Huff • Jay Joyce • Joey Moi
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PRODUCER

